Bring the cloud directly to your network, on your terms
Sohonet FastLane serves as a high-speed, direct connection from media facilities worldwide to
the industry’s major cloud service providers, offering media teams a secure, reliable and flexible
high-speed conduit to a range of remote storage and compute solutions, helping them to deliver
resource-intense cloud compute workflows with granular control and studio-grade security.
Fastlane moves data away from Internet bandwidth, removing network
congestion and decreasing the time it takes to transfer your data. With a direct link to the
Cloud, customers are in control of how their data is routed, leading to a more consistent
network experience for your business. It is also the easiest way to add stringent security
to your cloud computing and we can help you work within the strictest studio requirements.

RELIABLE

FLEXIBLE

With low latency and guaranteed throughput
via our secure uncontended private Media
Network, FastLane eliminates the congested
Internet from your route and ensures reliable
delivery times every time

Whilst telcos offer fixed, contracted connection
speeds, FastLane is flexible and scalable around
your changing needs. Offering “burstable”
connectivity, customers can utilise FastLane and
the cloud as and when they need to.

KEY USE CASES
Cloud rendering

Virtual workstations

Cloud acceleration

Draw on the massive compute
resources of the public cloud
as and when you need to.

Rapidly deploy virtual VFX
workstations and save on
hardware, software, power and
cooling.

Access tools for transcoding,
watermarking, storage and
packaging quickly & securely.

For more information on FastLane head to
https://www.sohonet.com/fastlane/

DIY CLOUD CONNECTIVITY VS. FASTLANE

FEATURES
Uninterrupted access to different public clouds
Use one service to flexibly switch between
multiple providers
Quick and easy to deploy
Our team will help you optimise the
configuration for different clouds and workflows.
Control over privacy and security
Skip the risk of the open internet and connect
directly to the cloud, giving you full control
over your data.

Ultra-low latency
Avoid congestion and enjoy low-latency and
guaranteed throughput for fast, reliable
transfer.
Scalable connectivity
Increase or decrease bandwidth as your project
requires, and hit speeds as high as 100Gbit/s
when needed.
Flexible pricing model
Minimise cloud egress charges and pay for what
you use, so you can bid on projects freely.

WHO’S USING FASTLANE

“We use Sohonet because they’re approachable and extremely knowledgeable about the
post-production industry and its often unique requirements. They’re also great at helping out
with more unusual one-off requests extremely quickly.”
Jonathan Brazier, Group Computer Systems Manager, The Mill

For more information on FastLane head to
https://www.sohonet.com/fastlane/

